
Hello we would like to apologize for delaying the Whitepaper, after that we will 
make some changes in the fees to insure the quality and transparency of the 
project and give a USECASE TO MUSKYDOGE.

Read the whitepaper for better understanding.


MuskyDoge was created as a MEME and after reaching 200K 
MC the team behind MuskyDoge decided to give a USECASE 
to the token.


Initial supply 420 Q 


Liquidity BURNED/

Burned 2Q 1st August 2021


We are a community focused project with the goal of first 
launching our native token, quickly followed by our 
MuskyDoge ICO LaunchPad, DEX and NFT marketplace.  


Our token will support the development and growth of our ICO 
Launchpad platform and its other planned premium features, 
our token will allow users to participate in the ICO's listed on 
our site, and also to list your own ICO on the website v2.0 
under development site provided it meets our minimum ICO 
standards.

 

MuskyDoge is a deflationary token on the Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC) that is auto liquidity generating with static 
rewards on every transaction for all holders. There is an 10% 
fee on transactions split between the existing holders and the 
Liquidity Pool Marketing and Charity. Coin distribution ratios 
to existing holders is worked out and distributed automatically based on volume of 
MuskyDoge held.


Not like other some new tokens created on the Binance smart chain that have no 
planned use cases, MuskyDoge will be used to enable and support premium 
features within our platform that are currently in development website v2.0/Dapp; 
will be releasing these details once the final version of our MuskyDogeDapp 
running; on our website will be a roadmap where you will able to check next 
steps,as our project progresses. 




Each new use case added will significantly raise the value of our native token 
MuskyDoge.


MuskyDoge tokenomics are designed with long term holders in mind with a 10% 
transaction fee that is redistributed in: 

4%——>Added to Liquidity

4%——>Redistributed to holders

2% ——> Redistributed in marketing and Charity same wallet will be used aswell 
to burn tokens manually 🔥 


Tokens burning will be scheduled .


